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experiments of the latter observer as inconclusive, owing to the difficulty
of proving that the liquid completely fills the olfactory cavities. He
describes olfactory fields, one corresponding to each nostril, analogous to
the fields of vision. A large part of the book is taken up with the account
of his apparatus and methods for the measurement of smell Among
interesting results which he has obtained by these methods are some on
the compensation or mixture of smells. That two smells may to a great
extent mask each other is matter of common knowledge, and by means of
a modification of his olfactometer the author can regulate the respective
intensities of two smells in such a way that they may completely neutralise
each other. He has satisfied himself that this compensation is physio-
logical and is not due to chemical action external to the olfactory membrane.
There are short sections on fatigue, Weber's law, and the reaction time to
olfactory stimuli, but these subjects are treated in a very fragmentary
manner, and this is the least satisfactory part of the book.

The most interesting chapters are on the chemical relations of smell
and on specific energy. In the former he has developed further the ideas
of Ramsay and Haycraft on the relation of molecular weight to smell, but
unfortunately seems not to know the work of the former author. On the
ground of this relation he comes to the conclusion that the objective cause
of smell is intramolecular movement in the odorous particles. On the
question of specific energy, the author brings forward his results on
compensation, and on the ground of these and of recorded cases of absence
of the sense of smell for special substances, he infers the existence of a
limited number of elementary smells analogous to the primary colours.
He goes so far as to assign to these elementary sensations different parts
of the olfactory sensory surface.

The book is a useful one; the most serious criticism to which it is open
is that the author has been too free in framing theories, often, as he himself
acknowledges, on scanty evidence, and has not waited till he has been able
to confirm or refute these theories by the more exact observations which
his own methods have made possible.

W. H. R. R.

Die UrteiUfunction. Sine ptychalogisclie und erkenntniskritUche Unter-
tuchung. Von WILHELM JERUSALEM. Wien und Leipzig: Wilhelm
Braumuller, 1895. Pp. 169. ^

This in an extraordinarily interesting book, both as to style and substance.
The bulk of it consists of a psychological investigation of Judgment—the
cognitive function; this investigation is partly analytic, partly genetic,
partly what the author calls biological—i.e., having reference to the
preservation of the individual and the race. There is also a section
devoted to an historico-critical review of theories of Judgment, ancient and
modern—a detailed consideration of the relation of Judgment and Belief
t<> Truth—and a discussion of the Epistemological significance of Judg-
ment.

The author's view is, that in Judgment a given content is moulded,
Articulated, and objectified, by means of the category of Force (or Will) and
Manifestation. This view is supported by a wealth of acute observation
and ingenious reasoning, and is made the basis and justification of a
complete (though very slightly sketched) metaphysical theory. The
account of the relation between Thought and Language, ana of the
influence of Speech on the development of thought, is of especial interest.
Review will follow.
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